


Joe Biden, Bernie Sanders, Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, Elizabeth Warren, lihan Omar, Rashida Tlaib, Bill 
DeBlasio and others KNOW we will not let them EXPLOIT young Americans - and especially minority 
Americans - to ruin the country we love! 

My name is Brian Summers. And I have the honor to have worked with Senator Helms for many 
years, to call him "friend" and to serve on the Board of the Jesse Helms Center. 

I was adopted at birth and was raised by my distant cousins who taught me Christian values and to 
respect your country. As I grew in my conservative beliefs it became more evident that I was a minority 
in the minority! 

My friend, it has been hard at times being labeled "traitor" by friends but one thing is certain, my 
love for this country and the conservative values she was founded upon has never WAVERED! 

Several years ago I had the privilege of attending the Jesse Helms Center's Gateway to Freedom 
Program. I was very pleasantly surprised when I walked into my first event and noticed that many, many 
of the young people were black like me. 

When I asked Helms Center president, my friend Brian Rogers, about it, he said he's seen MORE 
and MORE racial and ethnic minorities attending our Gateway to Freedom Programs! In fact, at a 
recent online Free Enterprise Leadership Challenge, Brian estimated (because we don't count such 
things) 40% of the young people were minorites. In fact, the Jesse Helms Center reached an 
unprecedented number of young people - including racial and ethnic minorities! More every day! 

You know, TRUTHS like that make me so proud to be an American! 

And that reminds me, actually, I have ONE MORE SECRET to share with you! 

You see, while the coronavirus has disrupted our lives and our economy AND given the Left 
another hammer (and sickle) with which to beat on America, the coronavirus has also created a UNIQUE 
and POWERFUL opportunity to dramatically expand our Gateway to Freedom Programs. 

That's right! You see, when we had to cancel several of our Gateway to Freedom Programs due 
to Coronavirus, the Jesse Helms Center staff didn't miss a beat and moved the event online. We were 
sure it wouldn't be as successful in terms of the number of students reached but we also knew our 
Gateway to Freedom Programs are more important now than ever before. We couldn't abandon those 
kids! 

Boy were we wrong! 

In fact, we didn't lose a student! We had students from all over the country attend that online 
Gateway to Freedom Program event! We even had students from areas under direct physical assault by 
Antifa itself! It was a great success and points the way to a UNIQUE opportunity to reach an 
unprecedented number of young people. Especially between now and the end of 2020! 

At the same time, our online courses that help teachers put the TRUTH of American 
exceptionalism in the hands of their students have become more important as well. 

And, last, with students at home instead of attending school, they and their parents can turn more 
and more to our online Gateway to Freedom Programs where they get a VERY different message than 
the one repeated over and over and over by the liberal media who seem like they just can't get enough of 
the verbal and physical attacks their radical pals are making on our great nation! 

Bottom line... THEIR message is DESTROY AMERICA. OUR message is BUILD 
AMERICA. One young person at a time. Including an increasing number of young 
Americans who are black like me. In dramatically increasing numbers. 

My friend Senator Helms knew radical liberals and outright socialists would continue to target 



young people with their brainwashing efforts. So that, eventually, there would be enough Left-leaning 
voters in America to elect socialists like Joe Biden, Bernie Sanders, Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, Elizabeth 
Warren, lihan Omar,, Rashida Tlaib, Bill DeBlasio and others who play the race card as just one more 
tactic to ruin America. 

These people don't care about "Black Lives". The lives of young minorities don't matter to 
liberals beyond the political power bought at the expense of national unity and strength! But they matter 
to us here at the Jesse Helms Center! Because we know the future of America RELIES on young people. 
On young AMERICANS! ALL YOUNG AMERICANS! 

That's why the Jesse Helms Center focuses our successful - and growing - nationwide efforts on 
reaching as many young people as possible with our Jesse Helms Center Gateway to Freedom 

Programs. And why our "pivot" to online programs due to the coronavirus actually HELPS us reach 
DRMATICALLY more young people, so long as we have support from you and other American patriots! 
Your gift of $5, $10, $15, $25, $50, $100, $250, $500 or more will make the difference! 

Only then will there be enough young people to fight for the country you and I love and 
the principles that make our nation great! Especially in the face of increasingly radical 
liberals and socialists you and I see attacking our great nation! And even more especially 
this year! When they are clearly trying to take TOTAL power! 

Your Gateway to Freedom Survey and Tracking Poll is part of the largest survey of its kind we 
have ever undertaken. It HAS to be, given how crucially important 2020 is to the future of sovereignty, 
freedom and economic liberty in America. 

Your Certificate of Resolve is the first of its kind by the Jesse Helms Center and is an 
unprecedented effort to show young people they have support for our Gateway to Freedom Programs 
they attend that are such a crucial part of the effort to STOP the attempted socialist takeover this year! 

Believe me, I KNOW how important it is for young people to know they're not alone in loving 
their country and embracing conservative ideas. I WAS that kid! And I was (and still am) black, making 
the pressure even more intense and intimidating. Knowing I had someone standing with me - including, 
in my case, Senator Jesse Helms - can make ALL THE DIFFERENCE. 

Think of it... Young people who DARE to STAND for America face pressure from the 
media, pressure from their teachers, pressure from their peers... 

And if they're black like me, they face even greater pressure from liberals who add racism 
to the mix to pressure and scare young people away from conservative principles! You 
and I CAN NOT LET THAT HAPPEN! 

If you will put your financial support behind our Gateway to Freedom Prot!rams - with any 
amount you can afford - then the Jesse Helms Center can continue to expand our successful programs that 
Senator Helms knew would be the best defense of the future of freedom, sovereignty and economic 
liberty in America. For the long-term AND short-term, including this critical 2020 election year... 

Now, I want to tell you that the Jesse Helms Center does NOT soley focus on one ethnic group or 
another when we bring young people to our Gateway to Freedom Programs. Senator Helms would 
never have allowed that. And, yet, we've seen an increasing number of young people from racial and 
ethnic minorities AND a growing number of young people from families of recent legal immigrants... 

And we've seen more and more of these young people actively embrace what we teach at our 
Gateway to Freedom Programs before going out into the world to turn the American Promise of 
Opportunity into their own success. 

These are ALL young people from groups TARGETED by the radical Left, Antifa and socialists 



who hope to "turn" these kids by lying to them and by offering what amount to bribes. 

"Vote for us and we'll give you everything for free" the liberals say. 

But against that message the liberals try to bash into the heads of America's youth, we give them 
our  Gateway to Freedom Programs.  The same proven programs I hope you will support, today! 

That's another reason your  Gateway to Freedom Survey and Tracking Poll  is so important. 
You see, too many teachers at all levels of our nation's education system are trying to tell young people 
that their parents and grandparents are "ok" with schools shoving this socialist nonsense down their 
throats. Well, YOUR completed  Gateway to Freedom Survey and Tracking Poll  will set the record 
straight AND add your voice to the growing chorus of Americans who are letting these young people 
know that socialism would RUIN our nation! 

Bias in the American education system is another reason your Certificate of Resolve is so 
important! Because it tells so-called "educators" pushing socialism in schools that you — and many more 
Americans like you! — OPPOSE their efforts! 

At the same time, your will help us convince more and more REAL educators — and more join us 
every day! — that they have YOUR support to embrace our  Gateway to Freedom Programs  so tens of 
thousands and hundreds of thousands MORE young people hear about the TRUTH of American freedom, 
the TRUTH of American Free Enterprise, the TRUTH of America's Promise of Opportunity and the 
TRUTH of American GREATNESS. 

Especially now that the coronavirus has forced us to "pivot" to all-online programs! 

That's yet another way your generous Gateway to Freedom Programs gift of $5, $10, $15, $25, 
$50, $100, $250, $500 or more will help us dramatically increase the reach and power of our programs! 
BY increasing the number of educators who, in turn, dramatically increase the number of young people 
the Jesse Helms Center SAVES for SOCIALISM! 

Each of the four Gateway to Freedom program elements is based on the universal truth and age-
old wisdom of Senator Helms' powerful words: 

"The Miracle of America  is the opportunity to strive and work and earn 
the things you really want." 

That bedrock TRUTH is behind every element of our  Gateway to Freedom Programs.  And 
young people LOVE to learn the TRUTH of America's Promise of Opportunity and the TRUTH of 
American GREATNESS because it touches them directly, immediately and deeply! 

And, as we've seen, that's increasingly the case for young people who are like me... 
Members of racial or ethnic minorities and the children of legal immigrants as well who 
REJECT the oppressive drumbeat of "the-government-will-take-care-of-you" liberalism 
they get shoved down their throats! 

Whether it is our Free Enterprise Leadership Challenge, our Free Enterprise Now®, our 
Lecture Program on capitalism and other free-market economics topics or our Jesse Helms Fellows 
Program that backs conservative economists promoting free-market economics through research, 
interviews and special presentations... 

With your help each and every one will CHANGE YOUNG LIVES for the better! 

I wish you could see it! Especially at our Free Enterprise Leadership Challenge when young 
people realize how the principles of American greatness you and I believe in are GOOD FOR THEM. 
You can see their faces and heart change. You can almost see their minds change. 

YOU KNOW that America's future — the future of the country you and I LOVE — is safe in the 
hands of these young people. Of all races, sexes, genders, backgrounds and countries-of-origin. So long as 



you and I EXPAND our crucially important Gateway to Freedom Programs right away! 

NO MATTER what radical leftists and socialists do to brainwash them or "buy 
their support"! ONCE you and I REACH them with our powerful Gateway to 
Freedom Programs, they have the strength to STAND FOR AMERICA! 

Just listen to what the young people who attend our Jesse Helms Center programs say! 

"Attending this program is practicing for a world many kids don't know 
about, the real world! Living in America with the free enterprise system, but 
with people opposing it in every direction because of being ignorant or 
misinformed, it can be hard to know what's true or not. "- Brent S. 

"Learning about the advantages of the free enterprise system has been 
interesting and humbling. "- Grace T. 

"Participating in this program has opened my eyes and changed my life for 
the better. "- Zoey H. 

"'Right now, I'm not the person that I was fivedays a g ol and-7 Iät to 
thank you for giving me this opportunity. "- Cristian Eduardo Z 

"I am grateful for this program because without it, I would've never known 
about business and the free enterprise system. "- Alyssa D. 

Humbling... What's true or not... Opened my eyes... Not the person I was.. .Would never had 
known... That's what we hear ALL THE TIME from the young people who attend Jesse Helms Center's 
Gateway to Freedom Programs. 

Thanks to our Gateway to Freedom Programs, the radical Left is losing their stranglehold over 
young minorities and the children of legal immigrants andMORE and MORE are turning away from the 
tired liberal dogma of the past. 

In fact, though the Left have their fingers crossed that racial and ethnic minority voters and young 
people will help them win in 2020. Before COVID hit, poll after poll saw historic support among blacks 
for President Trump. But theliberal media, Marxist groups like Black Lives Matter and Antifa have taken 
the advantage of the George Floyd situation to manipulate young people, especially minorities. 

Let me tell you, I'm willing to go out on a limb and say that THAT is the reason behind most of 
the race-based protests and violence you and I see these days... Race-based liberal power brokers are 
SCARED they'll lose their stranglehold... They're coming unglued in a violent effort to put the genie 
back in the bottle. But the Jesse Helms Center is here to show young AicáñstheTRUTllF 

In fact, earlier this year, The World Tribune described this shift of support to Donald Trump (and 
his pro-America agenda) as "disastrous for Democrats. . . and point to a potential Trump landslide in 
2020..." 

And it isn't TRUMP people support so much as what he so clearly stands for. 

And that's important to understand... Like Jesse Helms himself, President Trump not only 
believes in American Greatness and America's Promise of Opportunity, but his policies actively promote 
it. Yet, in fact, his greatest benefit comes from his OVERT public promotion of American 
Exceptionalism, American Free Enterprise and America's GREAT Promise of Opportunity. 

Members of American minorities and legal immigrants aren't stupid! No matter what the liberal 
Left and socialists think! Truly, who wouldn't rather be Donald Trump than Bernie Sanders? 

Like most Americans, young people who are like me would rather live in a land of opportunity 
where they can succeed than in a land where Elizabeth Warren, Joe Biden, Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez and 



the rest DICTATE what kind of government hand-outs they can get! 

Your Gateway to Freedom Survey and Tracking Poll, your Certificate of Resolve and your 
Gateway to Freedom Programs gift of $5, $10, $15, $25, $50, $100, $250, $500 or more can make sure 
the Jesse Helms Center can make sure this SECRET is a determining factor in 2020! 

Our Gateway to Freedom Programs work for members of racial and ethnic minorities because 
they work for ALL Americans! And maybe that's why more and more minorities walk in the front door 
of our programs before leaving us with a LIFELONG dedication to Free Enterprise, America's Promise of 
Opportunity and American Greatness! 

Just IMAGINE what will happen if you make a financial gift so I can greatly expand the success 
of our Gateway to Freedom Programs in 2020 and beyond! 

You see, it takes YEARS of brainwashing - from elementary school all the way through college - 
for liberals to convince young Americans to embrace socialism and Leftist views. And even then only 
25% describe themselves as "liberal"! While 70% describe themselves as conservative or moderate. Now, 
that's not good news to start with for radical liberals and outright socialists like: 

V llhan Omar (D-MN) who is supported by Democratic Socialists of America- controlled groups 
Our Revolution and National Nurses United, or 

V Rashida Tlaib (D-MI) who is a member of Democratic Socialists of America, or 
V Raul Grijalva (D-AZ) who worked closely with the Communist Party USA since 1993, or 
V Judy Chu (D-CA) who was heavily involved with the now-defunct pro-Beijing Communist 

Workers Party in the 1970s and '80s, or 
V Karen Bass (D-CA) who was actively involved with the Marxist-Leninist group Line of 

March, mentored by a leading Communist Party USA member and close to Democratic 
Socialists of America, or even 

These radical politicians and their socialist pals are making an all-out push to twist and turn the 
minds of young people and, especially, young members of racial and ethnic minorities they TARGET for 
indoctrination. And they're building on YEARS of support from liberal educators all the way from middle 
school through college. 

But, while it takes years to shove liberal LIES down young people's throats... 

It only takes DAYS or EVEN HOURS of exposure to our Helms Center Gateway to 
Freedom Programs before a young person realizes the TRUTH of American freedom, the 
TRUTH of American Free Enterprise, the TRUTH of America's Promise of Opportunity 
and SEES why America is a TRULY and DEEPLY great nation. 	 - 

And NOW we have the potential to reach a MASSIVE number of young people with our ONLINE 
programs. Can you see what that means? Not only in 2020 but for decades to come? 

Your Gateway to Freedom Survey and Tracking Poll will help BREAK their socialist 
stranglehold by getting the TRUTH to young people! Your Certificate of Resolve can help the Helms 
Center counter Leftist bias with POWERFUL TRUTHS about America! While letting young Americans 
- and especially young Americans who areblack like me - know they are NOT ALONE when they have 
the courage to stand up in the face of increasingly rabid and dangerous attacks JUST because they love 
their country and want to make it BETTER! 

And your generous gift of $5, $10, $15, $25, $50, $100, $250, $500 or more will help greatly 
expand our proven Gateway to Freedom Programs that can STOP the socialist takeover in is tracks! 

These radicals and socialists DON'T LIKE IT, but... Attendees of our Gateway to Freedom 
Programs leave loving America! Thanks to our financial supporters like you! 

And, let me tell you, we don't "preach to the choir", either. Senator Helms wouldn't allow it! In 



fact, in any given year 57%-to-62% of the young people we reach attend public schools. Most have never 
heard conservative ideas. And most of those are in the large urban areas liberals and outright socialists 
target for take-over so they can dominate America's elections! 

Often we're the ONLY voice they hear promoting American Exceptionalism, American Free 
Enterprise, America's Promise of Opportunity and American Greatness! 

And every single time we host a Gateway to Freedom Pro2ram, the vast majority of the 
kids who walk in the "front door" of our programs with NO IDEA what we're talking 
about LEAVE our programs TRANFORMED. 

You know, I wish this wasn't the case... But our Jesse Helms Center Gateway to Freedom 
Programs are UNIQUE. You see, we don't just TEACH students the dry facts or present abstract 
arguments for Free Enterprise and American greatness. We SHOW them how it works and, most 
importantly, how it benefits THEM. 

That's the KEY! Again, young Americans will ONLY protect American sovereignty and 
American freedom if they UNDERSTAND how it benefits them... Why it is important... Why it is worth 
fighting for! ONLY the Helms Center's Gateway to Freedom Prop-rams does that. 

That's why it is so crucially important that we DRAMATICALLY expand our programs. 

Especially during this crucial election year when the young people we reach can tip the 
balance in favor of continued American Greatness! And AGAINST liberal nonsense 
promoted by socialists like Bernie Sanders, Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, Joe Biden, 
Elizabeth Warren, Ilhan Omar, Rashida Tlaib, Bill DeBlasio and the rest. 

Can you see it? If so I hope you'll join me to expand our Gateway to Freedom Programs as 
quickly and dramatically as possible. Because I KNOW our Gateway to Freedom Programs work. And 
because we're TRANSFORMING - "saving", even? - lives of kids who go from fodder for liberal 
brainwashing and race baiting to devoted believers in the American Dream! 

So NOW they have a reason to stand for American sovereignty, for freedom and for economic 
liberty, as Senator Helms always knew. Because no one will FIGHT for American sovereignty if they 
have nothing to defend. And NOW they have a reason to WATCH CLOSELY those liberals and socialists 
who want to TAKE AWAY the Promise of Opportunity we reveal to these young people! 

You know, I see kids wander into our Gateway to Freedom Programs with hardly a clue about 
what makes America great and then walk out committed and confirmed believers in America! Because 
that TRUTH has been DENIED them by the liberal establishment! 

And these young people the Jesse Helms Center reaches with our expanded Gateway to Freedom 
Programs will continue to make America GREAT for decades to come. 

Expanding our Gateway to Freedom Programs is surprisingly easy. Because, what works in 
Miami works in Dallas works in New York... 

We HAVE the programs. And, as you can see, OUR PROGRAMS work! They are life-changing. 

All we have to do is double or even triple the number of programs we hold. All we have to do is 
continue to expand the number of individual young people we reach! 

All we have to do - with your help - is spend what it takes to reach an unprecedented number of 
young people with our Jesse Helms Center Gateway to Freedom Programs that teach the TRUTH of 
American freedom, the TRUTH of American Free Enterprise, the TRUTH of America's Promise of 
Opportunity and the TRUTH of American GREATNESS. That's why I must ask once more for you to 
take the three steps below. 

First: 	Complete your Gateway to Freedom Survey and Tracking Poll that states your opinions 



about socialism and your resolve to STOP the SOCIALIST TAKEOVER in America. 

Second: 	Check "Yes" on your "Certificate of Resolve" so I know - and so young people know - 
you stand with me and against anti-America socialists like Bernie Sanders, Alexandria 
Ocasio-Cortez, Elizabeth Warren, lilian Omar, Joe Biden, Rashida Tlaib, who want to ruin 
our great nation. And so I can greatly expand our Gateway to Freedom Programs that 
replace liberal bias in schools with that reach tens and even hundreds of thousands more 
young Americans with the TRUTH! And, 

Third: 	Return both along with a special contribution of $5, $10, $15, $25, $50, $100, $250, $500 
or more to the Jesse Helms Center to ensure the success of our Gateway to Freedom 
Programs to STOP SOCIALISM in America 

And let me say, as important as the first two steps are, the last step - including your gift - are the 
most important because your gift will provide DIRECT and IMMEDIATE support for our effort to 
dramatically increase our Gateway to Freedom Programs between now and the end of 2020! 

There's no doubt 2020 will decide the future of the country you and I love. So, after reading my 
letter and (I hope) getting an idea of how IMPORTANT our Gateway to Freedom Programs are to the 
future of sovereignty and economic freedom in our nation, I hope you'll support our work. 

In fact, PLEASE rush your tax-deductible gift of $5, $10, $15, $25, $50, $100, $250, $500 or 
more right away because, as I mentioned, we must dramatically expand OUR Gateway to Freedom 
Pro2rams RIGHT NOW. Before it is too late! And, thanks to our ONLINE programs, we CAN! 

Only you know how much you can give. But I think we both know how much your support will 
mean to the young people we reach with our Gateway to Freedom Programs. And how much your 
support will mean to the future of our great nation! 

Respectfully yours, 

4 
Brian Summers, Board Member 
Jesse Helms Center 

P.S. Most people rightly remember and honor Senator Helms for his work to oppose the United 
Nations and any and all efforts to undermine American sovereignty. But Senator Helms KNEW 
that the greater threat to American sovereignty was - and is today! - the risk that too manyyoung 
Americans would not CARE enough about America and what makes her GREAT to be worried 
about defending American sovereignty. Especially young Americans who are black like me! 
Those members of racial and ethnic minorities TARGETED by the Left! 

Senator Helms knew that young Americans who know the TRUTH of American freedom, the 
TRUTH of American Free Enterprise, the TRUTH of America's Promise of Opportunity and the 
TRUTH of American GREATNESS would defend the sovereignty and the future of freedom in 
that nation. In OUR nation. In America! 

That's why I hope you will join this critical effort - today! - with your Gateway to Freedom 
Survey and Trackin2 Poll, your "Certificate of Resolve" and your tax-deductible gift I can use to 
greatly expand our Gateway to Freedom Programs in 2020! 

Your generous contribution of $5, $10, $15, $25, $50, $100, $250, $500 or more will help me 
reach - and SAVE from liberal brainwashing! - an unprecedented number of the kinds of young 
people I've told you about today... While ensuring anti-America liberals like Bernie Sanders, 
Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, Elizabeth Warren, Ilhan Omar, Joe Biden, Rashida Tlaib, Bill DeBlasio 
and others I've told you about FAIL in their efforts to surrender our sovereignty, turn our country 
into a failed socialist state and RUIN our nation! 


